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Soils handling for 

pipeline construction 

- Tips from the field



Begin with the end in mind
- S. Covey

Phases of a typical pipeline project where soils handling and related considerations 
are (or should be) discussed or implemented:

• GIS Planning & Scouting

• Pre-construction planning

• Construction

• Monitoring

• Clean-up

• Assessments

Today is a quick overview covering a LOT of ground

There will be redundancies in each phase. 

– This is intentional

You can have the presentation for future reference
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SCOUTING

• GIS Planning & Scouting

• Pre-construction planning

• Construction

• Monitoring

• Clean-up

• Assessments
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GIS Planning Checklists

Beginning with the end in mind
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Scouting 

Checklist

Thinking about 

where to store 

soils before 

final survey

LANDUSE

LANDUSE Cultivated Yes

Pasture/Hay Yes partial, Hay

Certified Organic Operation?  Certification confirmed? No

Forested Yes 89 % forested

Woodlots - if so, can they be avoided? Yes can't avoid

Private Timber Reserve Yes Surface Land Agent

Crown Land - Timber Yes

Forest Company or Ministry Forest Cutblock No

Cutting permit required? (Access road or lease) Yes

Is Timber handling/Salvage/Burning required? Yes

Range Tenure No

Guide/Outfitter (critical guiding/outfitting areas) No

Trapper (critical trapping areas) No

Mines No

Quarry/ Gravel Reserve No

Environmental Reserves Yes Fish/Wildlife

RISERS

RISERS A Riser Site required? No

Approach? No

Access Road? No

Temp Work Space required? No

Soil Storage required? No

ROW

ROW Average ROW size? 23m - 43m

Expected season of construction? summer/winter

Is there a restricted activity period in the construction season?

Sump(s) required? Yes

Lay Down area required? Yes

Special access required? (ie MOTI 8F road - unconstructed) Yes

Temp Work Space required? Yes

Soil Storage required? Yes

PIT/SUMP

PIT/SUMP Borrow pit? (Access road or lease) No

Remote sump? (Lease) Yes

Temporary workspace (Access road, lease, riser site) Yes

Soil storage area? (Lease) Yes on site 5



Pre-construction planning

• GIS Planning & Scouting

• Pre-construction planning

• Construction

• Monitoring

• Clean-up

• Assessments
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Possible effects - p/l construction (Soils, Vegetation, Landscape)

This information is considered by our field construction teams and inspectors

During soils handling, typical reclamation issues may be related to:

– Loss of topsoil 

• soil placement 

• improper salvage 

• proximity to work area & other piles, 

• erosion

• admixing 
– loss of organic matter

– Compaction

• Compacted surface soils or subsoils within work area

• Subsidence – Lack of compaction

– Poor landscape/contour

• Subsurface contour or 

• Poor topsoil distribution
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Adding value before and during construction

1. Understand the scope of work contract expectations for soils handling

2. Interpret a soils assessment to anticipate soils handling approaches/challenges

a) For the landowner

b) For the equipment operator

c) For the amount of equipment working on the ROW

d) For the soil types within the project

3. Plan for soil storage locations and strategic breaks for soil conservation, 

separation, drainage and field access

4. Plan to observe soils handling by the operators and make corrections to prevent 

soil degradation/losses

5. Plan for erosion and sediment control measures during and post-construction
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Prepare to interpret soils assessments
What the assessment says v. 

**what the field teams see
(typically operators are stripping to colour change – not always a good thing)
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**topsoil
**topsoil

**duff

**subsoil

**subsoil

**subsoil

solonetzic brown chernozem luvisolic

**C

**C

**topsoil



Why plan for soil storage?
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Plan for soil placement to prevent topsoil loss

When subsoil from the trench is stored on topsoil…
– loss occurs during replacement when subsoil salvage extends into the topsoil



Why plan for soil storage and soil handling? 
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Poor soil placement is hard to handle afterwards and hard to look at!

Inadequate separation between topsoil and subsoil storage piles causing topsoil to
be replaced in the trench with subsoil



Why plan for compaction and erosion control? 
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Trench subsidence after topsoil replacement Soil loss from water erosion



Planning – ESC considerations

When considering which erosion or sediment control measure to use, ask yourself: 

Is a site specific erosion/sediment control plan required?

Is the contractor installing the ESC measures qualified?

Before installing ESC measures, ask what am I trying to accomplish?

– Stabilize a principle water conveyance system?

• Measure: Ditches, stream banks, channels, inlet/outlet protection

– Control erosion?

• Measure: Coco-matting, erosion control blankets, crimped straw, tackifier

– Control runoff?

• Measure: Physical diversions, water bars, outlet protection (armoring, gabions)

– Control sediment?

• Measure: Basin, traps, silt fences, inlet protection

• Does the landowners farming practice present any erosion control limitations, 
issues, or considerations?  (i.e., Seeding orientation, conventional tillage, etc.)
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Sediment log (large & tightly packed) 

Wattle (smaller and loosely packed)

Tackifier/ hydromulch/ hydroseed Silt fence/ filter cloth

Erosion blankets/ coco-mattingSpring berms

Waterbar/ bar ditch



Erosion - Water

Water erosion is a two-stage process of particle detachment and transportation

resulting from raindrop impact. Base soil increases erosion potential

The action of runoff results in soil crusts and sheet, rill, and gully erosion
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What measures 

could you use 

here to prevent 

this?

(Cover crop or crimped 

straw/tackifier)

When would they 

have been put in 

place?

(Summer as a crop or 

straw in Fall following 

reclamation)



2015 pipeline – Water following trench line
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Water followed a seemingly minor depression within the RoW.

On zero-till farming operations, there is no free reclamation



Not related to RoW construction
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Don’t dam it

Break/divert the energy
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Silt fences/bales - not suitable to 

break energy of concentrated flows

Wattles and low rise measures -

are break energy of concentrated 

flows and allow excess to flow over



Plan for 

Erosion & Sediment Control 

Spring 2019 inspection of 

ESC measures installed Fall 

2018.

- Crimped straw

- Wattles

- Coco-matting

- Conserves soil moisture

- Reduces surface soil 

erosion

- Requires Nitrogen 

application to help break 

down straw
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Plan for spring surface water and ESC 

inspection
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Construction

• GIS Planning & Scouting

• Pre-construction planning

• Construction

• Monitoring

• Clean-up

• Assessments
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Construction questions (new build or cleanup)

• Do you need special access permission?

• What is the land use?

– This will influence soil conditions, seeding timing, revegetation assessment 

timelines

• Are soil moisture conditions satisfactory for this work?

• Do you have vegetation/crop/sod to deal with before moving soil?
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Before handling soils…

– Any social tensions to consider/resolve?

– Do you have the right equipment onsite?

• A large dozer or grader is not  always the right tool for stripping 

topsoil

– Is the equipment in good condition? 

– How skilled are the operators/supervisor? Good blade control?

– Are you working outside of your subject matter expertise?

Plan ahead… You should not move topsoil once stripped
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How to handle ROW material - 101

The process is simple…

1. Salvage all topsoil.  If required, salvage B horizon (3-lift).

• Avoid admixing - This can be accomplished with a transition. (the transition is a discretionary call)

2. Excavate… Pipe in the ground… Compact the trench

3. Manage for erosion and sedimentation until clean-up

4. Decompact the root zone before final recontour

5. Recontour ROW subsoil to adjacent grade

6. Evenly redistribute all topsoil

7. Prepare the seedbed
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– 2 lift

Landowners ask:

Where do you 

place the soil and

why are ROW’s 

so wide?

– 3 lift
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Before replacing topsoil 

Has the subsoil base receiving the topsoil been prepared 

(decompacted and leveled)?

– decompaction prepares the subsoil rootzone 

• This process leaves breaks up hard soils, homogenizes 

residual spoil and subsoil, and leaves uneven surfaces

– uneven surfaces increase potential for 

• admixing and 

• landscape issues

We will cover this again in the clean-up phase
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Compaction – cause/effect

Surface compaction is caused by contact pressure

(tire/track pressure).

- Freeze/thaw may mitigate

Subsoil compaction is caused by axle load

(total weight for all wheels connected to a given axle)

- Deeper compaction occurs well below surface

- Freeze/thaw will not mitigate

Soil compaction can be caused by:

• repeated passage of equipment on the surface of
a right-of-way (ROW),

• admixing,
• loss of topsoil,
• or working on the soil when it is too wet

If you decompact the subsoil before topsoil replacement, 

subsoiling/paratill will not be required!!
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Compaction - indicators
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Soil compaction can lead to:

• poor root penetration,

• changes in soil structure and consistence



Compaction - indicators
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Soil compaction can lead to:

• reduced water infiltration and water storage capability,

• increased runoff,

• decreased soil porosity



Compaction
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Soil compaction can lead to:

• decreased plant growth and early maturation

Before decompaction measures After decompaction measures

Learning: Decompaction prior to topsoil replacement missed



Compacted spoil becomes admixing - examples
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• subsoil from the trench is stored on subsoil (left) and topsoil (right)

• mixing occurs during replacement when spoil is left on the storage area surface

ss

ts

sp

ts

ss/sp

ts



Admixing/ uneven subsoil
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shallow depth of topsoil is replaced over uneven subsoil



Landscape issues
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Redirect or stop surface water flow

Caused by change in contour of only a few inches

- Is the root cause related to subsurface contour?



Landscape
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Soil instability – subsidence within the trench 



Landscape
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Subsided trenches.  Not always obvious until you walk the line  



Landscape
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Roached trenches – improper backfilling? – winter construction?

Is the plan to return in spring to finish the job?



Monitoring

• GIS Planning & Scouting

• Pre-construction planning

• Construction

• Monitoring

• Clean-up

• Assessments
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Monitoring – during/post- construction

Summer build (what to look for in summer and fall)

– Encountering a spring during construction

– Erosion and sedimentation

– Weeds

– Soil moisture

– Revegetation

Winter build (what to look for winter and spring)

– Encountering a spring during construction

– Erosion and sedimentation during spring

– Trench compaction, subsidence spring to summer

– Soil saturation/ snow under or over soil

– Trench stability

– Pipe security - heaving
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Clean-up

• Scouting

• Pre-construction planning

• Construction

• Monitoring

• Clean-up

• Assessments
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Soil handling – decompacting considerations
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Use low ground pressure equipment with low ground pressure tires or wide pad tracks

and minimize driving rubber-tired vehicles on the ROW

Avoid unnecessary turning of tracked equipment, and wheel spin with wheeled vehicles

and equipment.

Graders can open up RoW’s quickly,

• However, they are not the optimal tool to decompact and replace topsoil due to the high ground

pressure of the tires, and the compaction created by blade shear

• If that is all you have, try to minimize the number of passes once you decompact the subsoil



Subgrade
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Compacted RoW root-zone MUST be decompacted and recontoured prior to topsoil
replacement

Re-establish the pre-disturbance grade across and down the ROW

Re-establish pre-disturbance drainage patterns can be more effective than trying to control
erosion from altered drainage patterns.

Confirm the absence of subsidence, roaches, tension cracks, dishes and ridges on the trench
and ROW



Final subgrade before topsoil replacement
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RoW is ripped and/or disked to decompact and then bladed by cat to key into existing grade

Ensure that edge of the disturbed area is ‘keyed’ in so topsoil replacement depths can be met.

Rotospiking/power-harrowing is not always required.



Topsoil replacement

Replace topsoil evenly

Confirm that topsoil has been evenly replaced over the trench and ROW (shovel/tape)

The size and type of equipment used and the number of passes that are needed to replace

topsoil is key to reclamation success.

Overworking topsoil can result in:

• increased pulverization,
• loss of organic matter and
• increased erosion potential.

OPTION: Placing stakes with ribbon indicating the required topsoil replacement depth

can aid the operator in ensuring even topsoil replacement down and across the ROW
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Topsoil replacement – Seedbed prep

Pick stones and boulders so that the size and percentage on the surface of the ROW are
similar to or less than that off the ROW

Recontour the topsoil to re-establish the original grade both across and down the ROW.

Recontouring to re-establish pre-disturbance drainage patterns can be more effective than
trying to control erosion from altered drainage patterns.

Confirm the absence of subsidence, roaches, tension cracks, dishes and ridges on the trench
and ROW

Document – document – document 
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Seedbed prep

Establish a vegetative cover on the disturbed sections of the ROW as soon as possible to
reduce the potential for erosion.

In the event that the topsoil dries out and becomes pulverized or is too rough, consider rolling it
to create a firm seedbed
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Seeding

• Determine who will be reseeding the disturbed area?  You or the 

landowner.  

– Not as a contractor, but are you turning the lands back to the 

landowner for inclusion in seeding the entire field?

– WE: 

• Where are you getting the seed?

– Does the landowner approve of the source

• Do you have a copy of the weed seed analysis?
– Certified seed is not guaranteed weed free
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Seeding
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First choice

have the landowner do it

Second choice

contractor seed it with seed obtained from

the landowner

Third choice

contractor seed it with seed sourced from a

landowner approved source (distributor)

Request and review Certificates of Seed

Analysis for all purchased seed BEFORE

seeding



Assessments

• GIS Planning & Scouting

• Pre-construction planning

• Construction

• Monitoring

• Clean-up

• Assessments
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Assessments: Identify – Assess – Manage
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Assessments: Soil Profile – 101 (ABC)
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Root

zone

Topsoil

Subsoil

Parent

Material

~75cm



Assessments: 2 Lift build – Soil Profile

• Two lift 

includes 

trench 

material

• Works side 

may be 

stripped
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Assessments: Backfilling soil profile - 101

• With pipe 

displacement 

and air pore 

space, all 

material may 

not go back in 

the trench.

• Contractors 

may want to 

feather excess 

material
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Compacted

Topsoil



Assessments: Topsoil replacement with roach 

and without grading/decompaction
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Compacted

Topsoil

Topsoil pile 

remnants

(sometimes)



If so… during the soils assessment we see:
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Assessments: Crop response - 101
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How the crop responds…
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In the end, it is repairable
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HOWEVER, 
Using your tips from the field, you can

begin with the end in mind.



QUESTION:
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